
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? If people have
the opportunity to get a secure job, they should take it right away rather
than wait for a job that would be more satisfying. Use specific reasons
and examples to support your answer.

No one can ever deny an the efficient role of our jobs in our life. In fact I
believe that every human is born for a specific career but nowadays
living is harder than the past because for of a the tough economic
conditions, so people cannot be sitting and waiting for their dreamy
jobs. From my viewpoint people should get a secure job and whenever
they have the opportunity to access their favorable jobs, they can go for
it and I have a couple of reasons which I explain with some examples.

The first and main reason which can be on the top and covers other
reasons is "Money". Todays the world rotates by money talks, so you
have to earn money because you must meet your basic needs such as
food to not be starving, clothes to wear and a house to live in. In this
case you must have a stable job with regular salary to be survive in the
world. Imagine, you do not have a job, far from your family and you are
waiting for your admirable jobs, in conclude conclusion/therefore you
will be homeless or die.

Secondly, having a secure job can be beneficial because you can learn
a new thing and gain noteworthy experiences which also you can use
them on in your pleasant jobs. For instance, when I was preparing for
the bar examination, I worked at a notary office. It was not my fabulous
favorite job but it was extremely helpful. I learned how to distinguish
between illegal speculation documents and embezzlement deeds.

Last but not least, by secure jobs people can achieve a notable resume
which might aid them in their favorite jobs. In some cases people are
educated in their desirable majors and they look for a related job but
because they do not have enough an impressive resume and
background, companies hire a person who more experts, so they must
have adequate resume.

Ultimately, although individuals are deserving deserve to have superior
and satisfactory jobs, in this recent decades they must work hard and
earn more money to have comfortable life because in this situation
peace and money are more related together. Besides, we can increase
our knowledge and skills and have a more impressive resume which
can provide us for with the work we born for it.
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